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COASTAL CONSERVATION ASSOCIATION

OREGON

For the Record my name is Dana Roberts and I live at 3360
Basswood St. NW, Salem, Oregon. I am here speaking on behalf of
the Coastal Conservation Association of Oregon

CCA Oregon supports the important role hatcheries have long played
in maintaining and enhancing the Pacific Northwest’s salmon and
steelhead fisheries while conserving, sustaining, and rebuilding
salmon and steelhead stocks. We continue to support efforts to
improve the efficacy of the hundreds of hatchery programs operating
throughout Oregon and the Pacific Northwest. These hatchery
programs play a vital role by contributing both economically and
ecologically to the region by supporting fisheries with large numbers
of harvestable fish and aiding the recovery of wild salmon stocks.

We appreciate the need for HGMP’s for Coastal Rivers as required in
the current Native Fish Conservation Policy and understand the
difficulty of the task before us. The development of the Coastal Multi
Species Management Plan (CMP) began with the assertion of certain
sideboards. One highly constraining sideboard included the
assumption that hatchery fish have an affect on wild fish. The
stakeholder participants were told this was a non negotiable fact. It
also seems like we are assuming that hatchery reform is just now
occurring.

In our view this is a point of contention that merits serious discussion.
The fact is that hatchery reform has been occurring for decades in
one form or another. Countless hatchery programs have been
reduced or eliminated over the last 30 years. It is important to
recognize that the CMP is being placed on top of policy that has
already wreaked havoc on most of the hatchery programs in the
state.



Modern hatchery science shows us that all hatchery fish and
programs are not created equal and that improvements in stocking
regimes, rearing regimes and broodstock standards can help reduce
interactions with wild fish without needlessly constraining opportunity.

This historical context is important’ In our view it is important to note
that modern reforms to hatchery and broodstock programs have
made great strides and improvements.

In contrast, fishery managers can not show one instance where
removing hatchery fish has resulted in a wild population that trends
higher than those remaining areas where hatchery fish still exist.
Additionally, they are unable to provide even an estimate as to what
degree of risk hatchery fish represent or what kind of increase in
natural origin spawners can be expected if hatchery fish are removed.
In our opinion, there should be an obligation to show that past
reductions or removals of hatchery programs resulted in a
measurable benefit prior to implementing additional program
reductions.

We feel that before production levels or stocking regimes are
changed, there needs to be a clear demonstration that current
hatchery operations and or protocols are causing a specific
quantifiable conservation problem. Furthermore, we believe that
many potential problems can be addressed by improved broodstock
standards, stocking regimes, increased harvest and angling
opportunities, and I or other regulatory actions less likely to reduce
opportunity. We strongly believe that conservation measures should
be monitored and periodically reviewed for effectiveness at the
population level.

In the current Native Fish Conservation Policy we are advised there
are three areas of emphasis and that “the third ensures that,
consistent with native fish conservation, opportunities for
fisheries and other societal resource uses are not unnecessarily
constrained.” We believe the CMP conflicts with this mandate.
Ostensibly, the CMP represents additional opportunity, however upon
careful analysis, it is clear that the additional opportunity is resultant
from gerrymandering of existing hatchery production. In short, this is
a shell game that results in constraining angling opportunity



geographically and reduces the economic and societal benefits that
opportunity represents.

In an effort to maintain the current, though greatly reduced, overall
hatchery levels, the CMP consolidates production by removing
hatchery fish from one river and moving them to another nearby river.
When you crowd the same amount of production into fewer and fewer
areas the result is more often than not more fish in hatchery ponds, a
lack of public access to accommodate increased angler levels, and a
decrease in the quality of the angling experience caused by over
crowding. Maintaining production does not necessarily maintain
opportunity.

Finally, we would like to conclude our comments with our concerns
regarding wild steelhead. We are pleased that wild steelhead
populations are considered stable and not at risk but are very
concerned that managers are recommending limited wild steelhead
retention despite the lack of any stakeholder support. While
populations remain stable we agree with the stakeholders that this
stability could be compromised if wild harvest was allowed and would
prefer that any proposed wild harvest occur only if there is a clear
indication that the wild population has experienced substantial and
sustained growth.

Thank you for the opportunity to contribute to the public record on this
matter.









Kent Macintosh

Life Time Member: Trout Unlimited

33340 Ferry Street

Cloverdale, Oregon 97112

503 965 3672

General Comment

Trout Unlimited (TU) appreciates the extremely difficult task facing ODFW in developing a plan that
balances angling opportunity, harvest and conservation needs for multiple coidwater fish species
throughout the Coastal Planning Area covered by the CMP. TU thanks the Department for inviting the
participation and feedback of TU members and staff in the process. TU, its members and staff, being
comprised predominantly of conservation-minded anglers, wrestle with many of these issues in our
daily pursuits.

TU wholeheartedly supports the first stated goal for the CMP: “Ensure long-term sustainabilitv of wild
salmon and trout at levels that will su~Port robust fisheries and ecological, economic and cultural
benefits for present and future generations.” TU believes this should be the primary goal guiding
development of the CMP, and conservation is the primary tool for achieving it. TU believes the current
draft CMP seizes many of the opportunities available toward achieving that goal, and there are other
opportunities available yet. It is in that spirit that we respectfully offer the following comments for the
Plan.

Hatcheries

• TU commends ODFW for formal acceptance in the CMP of the increased conservation risk to
wild salmonid stocks associated with releases of hatchery fish, and the need for that risk to be
carefully managed.

• TU appreciates the difficult task of balancing the management of that risk by reductions in
hatchery releases while still meeting the angling opportunity and harvest need from hatchery-
driven fisheries. However, TU believes that a more precautionary approach to managing the risk
to wild stocks from hatchery releases is warranted for the Oregon Coastal Planning Area.

• TU believes that the conservation benefit gained through precautionary management of
hatchery fish pays dividends across all interests, including fishing opportunity and harvest over
the long haul.

• TU submits that the CMP provides untapped opportunities to update and improve the general
performance of its coastal hatchery programs, reduce negative impacts on wild coastal stocks,
and study those impacts in unprecedented detail these opportunities for improvement be
aggressively funded and pursued, especially in areas of intense hatchery releases.

• TU recommends that all hatcheries covered by the CMP have wild fish conservation and
reduction of negative impacts on wild stocks a priority of its operating procedures and goals.



• TU is concerned that some decisions on locations chosen to receive hatchery release increases
as tradeoffs for reductions elsewhere were guided more by public and political opinion than
scientific assessment of where those increases might be biologically appropriate, and should be
more carefully evaluated.

Habitat

• TU believes that hatchery and harvest management should be closely and carefully integrated
into habitat condition and habitat management — both current habitat status and proposed
investments and actions in the future. TU believes the proposed CMP’s dual focus on hatcheries
and harvest, largely at the exclusion of habitat consideration misses a key opportunity at more
integrated, “all-H” management.

• TU maintains that conservation gains achieved through habitat and other investments and
actions over recent decades may be put in jeopardy by proposed hatchery — and associated
conservation risk - increases within the CMP. Again, TU is concerned that decisions on locations
chosen to receive hatchery increases as tradeoffs for reductions elsewhere in some cases were
influenced more by public and political opinion than scientific assessment, and should be more
carefully evaluated by science.

• As an example, TU believes that the significant increases in summer steelhead, winter steelhead,
and spring chinook in the Nestucca River poses new and imprudent risk to wild stocks in the
Nestucca, and jeopardizes significant investments in habitat improvements made by TU and its
partners both in recent years and well before TU’s involvement.

• The Elk River, as another example, has pristine upland habitat, much of its headwaters now
protected by new and existing federal protections. The Elk’s wild fall chinook population is in
serious jeopardy, but stray rates and conservation risk to that wild stock from the Elk fall
chinook hatchery program remain untenably high (60-80%), even with the proposed reduction
of fall chinook smolts down to 275,000. Given the precarious condition of the wild fall chinook
stock and the significant multi-species potential for recovery and conservation in the Elk’s
habitat, hatchery management and conservation risk allocation in the Elk should be
commensurate: much more precautionary than it is in the proposed CMP.

• TU believes that habitat investments to reduce conservation risk and hatchery and harvest
management are inextricably linked and can have dramatic impacts for or against the
population success of one another. Again, TU urges the Department to much use every
opportunity to integrate those elements together before finalizing any decisions in the CMP.

Harvest

• TU generally supports the goal of wild salmonid stocks that are sufficiently self-sustaining,
healthy and abundant to handle some carefully managed retention where demand for harvest
exists. TU does not, however, believe that goal has been sufficiently achieved for the Coastal
Winter Steelhead SMU to warrant wild steelhead retention.



• Further, the establishment of wild steelhead retention fisheries as proposed in the current CMP
draft sends a potentially harmful message to ongoing wild steelhead conservation effort, many
aspects of which TU, its members, staff and partners actively support. TU supports a more
precautionary approach for the Coastal Winter Steelhead SMU, with no new wild steelhead
retention fisheries.

• TU is not satisfied that the viability analysis used in the CMP to determine Coastal Winter
Steelhead SMU’s fitness shows a complete picture of overall population health and abundance
to warrant the CMP’s proposed new wild steelhead retention fisheries. In the absence of
certainty, TU believes that management actions should err on the side of caution.

• Further, TU has not heard from TU members or partners any significant demand currently for
coastal wild steelhead retention; in fact the response has been overwhelmingly against
proposed wild steelhead retention fisheries in the Oregon Coastal Planning Area.

• TU applauds ODFW for reducing the overall number of proposed wild steelhead retention
fisheries based on stakeholder and other public feedback.

• TU agrees with the additional harvest protections for coastal cutthroat in the North and South
Umpqua watersheds, where a population crisis is underway. TU would recommend more
examination of potential protections through harvest reductions in coastal cutthroat elsewhere,
especially for those below-barrier populations anadromous life history traits, before they enter
crisis.

Status Quo

• The current draft CMP seems based on an overall acceptance of the status quo, both in the
“conservation” and “management” aspects of its objectives: “Proposed modifications across the
entire coastal area are modest, recognizing that fishing is generally good and current hatchery
practices are managing most conservation risks effectively.” Yet the draft CMP also recognizes
that “virtually all species are likely to be at less than 25% of historical abundance.” TU believes
we can do better, that the current status quo is not satisfactory, that we can and should aim
higher, and make both fishing and conservation better - together.

• TU, in its mission, its work and the tireless dedication of its Oregon members and staff is
constantly working for improvement, regardless of successes or setbacks. An often-quoted
saying is that the work of a TU volunteer is “always satisfying and never done.” More often than
not, the area of conservation that everyday people have an opportunity to make a difference in
is in habitat. TU thanks the Department for its efforts to date in the CMP to make improvements
in the hatchery and harvest realms to complement our habitat work. We encourage that the
Department join us and our countless partners in continuing to try and make fishing and
conservation better, together.



CMP Comments

1/21/14

This is a business as usual plan for hatcheries and harvest with little practical conservation
value. The plan is inconsistent with the Native Fish Conservation Policy, among others including
federal requirements under the ESA and NEPA.

The greatest impact to fisheries and especially native fish is a result of ODFW’s hatchery and
harvest program. In this regard the plan essentially maintains the status quo yet increases the
risks to several populations at the expense of fostering minimal benefits elsewhere. The plan
thus fails when viewed in terms of ODFW’s responsibilities and authority.

Monitoring and evaluation are absent altogether since it is unlikely ODFW could afford the cost
anyway. Again, this maintains the status quo at best. We thus continue with no mechanism for
adequately regulating harvest or hatchery outputs in the context of population status, habitat
conditions, etc.

Specific to the Nestucca, the wild broodstock program has been a disaster for native fish
conservation. Personal observation along with ODFW survey data shows an appalling decline in
this once abundant resource. Coho here have also been decimated as a result of residual smolts
and an ill advised harvest of wild coho the past several years, especially the illegal release of
steelhead smolts in the upper river over a period of several years.

The upper Nestucca has been considered a wild fish conservation area for nearly 20 years now.
Yet in addition to forcing an experimental hatchery program with disastrous consequences, the
river has suffered from a severe change in summer flows and hence rearing capacity.

Historically, since about 1920, this river had a leaky earthen dam providing an unintended
benefit to our fisheries but a new and upgraded dam was constructed some 10 years ago with
spill regulated at only 4 cfs during critical summer months. The augmented water flow of
perhaps 40 cfs has since been shut off with a reduction in flow accordingly. All species appear
to be in significant decline since this change has occurred so we have an issue to address.

As a result, it is unconscionable to increase hatchery releases in this system. We should in fact
be reducing these releases given the impacts, ecological concerns and the fact that the
Nestucca watershed is comprised of 60% federal land protected as a key watershed under the
Forest Plan. Good habitat here is perhaps greater that anywhere north of the Umpqua system
and thus should be first in line for native fish conservation and management. The Department’s
hatchery vs. habitat considerations simply do not line up in their new harvest plan.

IF the department were to balance harvest and conservation we might consider the Wilson
River as a logical place to transfer most of the stocks being proposed for the Nestucca. It is a



bigger river along a busy highway with significant access and is relatively close to law
enforcement facilities. Indeed, hatchery output on the Nestucca should be reduced to perhaps
20000 winter steelhead directly from the hatchery with the remainder including, all summer
steelhead, released in the Wilson. ODFW might also consider an experimental net pen program
for Nestucca tidewater spring and fall Chinook that would have minimal impact upstream on
critical spawning and rearing habitat.

In conclusion, if this were a bona fide conservation plan, the Nestucca River would be at the top
of the list for conservation yet staff has relegated it to a harvest wasteland for native fish. I
seriously doubt the current programs as enumerated in several HGMP’s would pass muster
under NEPA and the ESA but what is being proposed is absurd.



COASTAL CONSERVATION ASSOCIATION

OREGON

For the Record my name is Travis Moncrief from Tillamook and I am
here speaking on behalf of the Coastal Conservation Association of
Oregon

CCA Oregon supports the important role hatcheries have long played
in maintaining and enhancing the Pacific Northwest’s salmon and
steelhead fisheries while conserving, sustaining, and rebuilding
salmon and steelhead stocks. We continue to support efforts to
improve the efficacy of the hundreds of hatchery programs operating
throughout Oregon and the Pacific Northwest. These hatchery
programs play a vital role by contributing both economically and
ecologically to the region by supporting fisheries with large numbers
of harvestable fish and aiding the recovery of wild salmon stocks.

We appreciate the need for HGMP’s for Coastal Rivers as required in
the current Native Fish Conservation Policy and understand the
difficulty of the task before us. The development of the Coastal Multi
Species Management Plan (CMP) began with the assertion of certain
sideboards. One highly constraining sideboard included the
assumption that hatchery fish have an affect on wild fish. The
stakeholder participants were told this was a non negotiable fact. It
also seems like we are assuming that hatchery reform is just now
occurring.

In our view this is a point of contention that merits serious discussion.
The fact is that hatchery reform has been occurring for decades in
one form or another. Countless hatchery programs have been
reduced or eliminated over the last 30 years. It is important to
recognize that the CMP is being placed on top of policy that has
already wreaked havoc on most of the hatchery programs in the
state.



Modern hatchery science shows us that all hatchery fish and
programs are not created equal and that improvements in stocking
regimes, rearing regimes and broodstock standards can help reduce
interactions with wild fish without needlessly constraining opportunity.

This historical context is important! In our view it is important to note
that modern reforms to hatchery and broodstock programs have
made great strides and improvements.

In contrast, fishery managers can not show one instance where
removing hatchery fish has resulted in a wild population that trends
higher than those remaining areas where hatchery fish still exist.
Additionally, they are unable to provide even an estimate as to what
degree of risk hatchery fish represent or what kind of increase in
natural origin spawners can be expected if hatchery fish are removed.
In our opinion, there should be an obligation to show that past
reductions or removals of hatchery programs resulted in a
measurable benefit prior to implementing additional program
reductions.

We feel that before production levels or stocking regimes are
changed, there needs to be a clear demonstration that current
hatchery operations and or protocols are causing a specific
quantifiable conservation problem. Furthermore, we believe that
many potential problems can be addressed by improved broodstock
standards, stocking regimes, increased harvest and angling
opportunities, and or other regulatory actions less likely to reduce
opportunity. We strongly believe that conservation measures should
be monitored and periodically reviewed for effectiveness at the
population level.

In the current Native Fish Conservation Policy we are advised there
are three areas of emphasis and that “the third ensures that,
consistent with native fish conservation, opportunities for
fisheries and other societal resource uses are not unnecessarily
constrained.” We believe the CMP conflicts with this mandate.
Ostensibly, the CMP represents additional opportunity, however upon
careful analysis, it is clear that the additional opportunity is resultant
from gerrymandering of existing hatchery production. In short, this is
a shell game that results in constraining angling opportunity



geographically and reduces the economic and societal benefits that
opportunity represents.

In an effort to maintain the current, though greatly reduced, overall
hatchery levels, the CMP consolidates production by removing
hatchery fish from one river and moving them to another nearby river.
When you crowd the same amount of production into fewer and fewer
areas the result is more often than not more fish in hatchery ponds, a
lack of public access to accommodate increased angler levels, and a
decrease in the quality of the angling experience caused by over
crowding. Maintaining production does not necessarily maintain
opportunity.

Finally, we would like to conclude our comments with our concerns
regarding wild steelhead. We are pleased that wild steelhead
populations are considered stable and not at risk but are very
concerned that managers are recommending limited wild steelhead
retention despite the lack of any stakeholder support. While
populations remain stable we agree with the stakeholders that this
stability could be compromised if wild harvest was allowed and would
prefer that any proposed wild harvest occur only if there is a clear
indication that the wild population has experienced substantial and
sustained growth.

Thank you for the opportunity to contribute to the public record on this
matter.



North Coast is different from South Coast!

We have too many fishermen & not enough fish!

Our impression of the Impact of the 2014 PLAN on Tillamook Rivers

1 — Hatchery Spring Chinook in the Trask only (current situation — no change)

2 - No hatchery steelhead in the Kilchis, Miami, Trask or Tillamook rivers —4 out of 5 get no fish!

3 - ~ increase in Wilson hatchery Steelhead / no change in Fall Chinook

- Pressure on the Wilson is high now / only river with fall fish — pressure even greater!

Fishing report as of today “ian 21” — These are the facts

This season there are literally “No steelhead” in any of the Tillamook rivers - Hatchery or Wild!

- Fish checkers at Sollie Smith on the Wilson checked less than 5 Fri/Sat(50-60 boats each day)
- However, Guides report limits happening daily currently in South Coast rivers
- One Guide reports 3 days of landing in excess of 20 steelhead in the Umpqua last week
- Fishing is good on the South Coast, not happening on the North Coast
- Fishing is great on the Columbia, Tillamook appears to be forgotten

The new Plan could cause a local species wipeout with a single river disaster, oil spill, etc.

Locally we do not want the Kilchis to be wild only! We want hatchery steelhead in the Kilchis & Trask!

- Fly fishing is great in Central Oregon and it needs to stay there
- We are tired of hearing about legal action regarding hatcheries — bad reactions
- Coastal fishermen like to eat what we catch

We are in serious trouble in North Coast Rivers

In 2013 Guides reported 2— 5 day long good Fall Chinook periods / otherwise we had poor returns

No steelhead yet in any river in mid January! How can this happen!

We need more hatchery fish in all rivers or the Tillamook reputation & economy is going to suffer.

Please provide focus on us and budget for more fish in Tillamook rivers!

We are happy to be active and to supply labor to help make better fishing happen!
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I have been asked by 12 Siletz watershed council voting members to make a
statement.

We 12 agree with the SILETZ watershed council in that we do not approve of the
Siletz river Fall Chinook deadline as written by the multi species task force
but we differ on the recommended deadline as written by the Siletz watershed
council.

We would like to go on record as supporting the ODFW biologist recommendation
of just one deadline located at He He Ilahee as the Fail Chinook deadline.

The Idea of an closed!open/closed/open seems like an enforcement nightmare and
the loss of opportunity of a lower river deadline does not have any biological merit.

Grant Scheele
Scott Amerman
Dana Roberts
Ben Scheele
Curt Currey
Damon Gomez
Curt Betts
Damon Stnible
Andrew Barnes
Todd Bass
Tony Bender
Michael Kelly

These 12 represent the majority of the 19 voting members.

Sincerely,

Grant Scheele
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For the Record my name is xxxxxx from xxxxxx and I am here speaking on
behalf of the Coastal Conservation Association of Oregon

CCA Oregon supports the important role hatcheries have long played in
maintaining and enhancing the Pacific Northwest’s salmon and steelhead
fisheries while conserving, sustaining, and rebuilding salmon and steelhead
stocks. We continue to support efforts to improve the efficacy of the hundreds of
hatchery programs operating throughout Oregon and the Pacific Northwest.
These hatchery programs play a vital role by contributing both economically and
ecologically to the region by supporting fisheries with large numbers of
harvestable fish and aiding the recovery of wild salmon stocks.

We appreciate the need for HGMP’s for Coastal Rivers as required in the current
Native Fish Conservation Policy and understand the difficulty of the task before
us. The development of the Coastal Multi Species Management Plan (CMP)
began with the assertion of certain sideboards. One highly constraining
sideboard included the assumption that hatchery fish have an affect on wild fish.
The stakeholder participants were told this was a non negotiable fact. It also
seems like we are assuming that hatchery reform is just now occurring.

In our view this is a point of contention that merits serious discussion. The fact is
that hatchery reform has been occurring for decades in one form or another.
Countless hatchery programs have been reduced or eliminated over the last 30
years. It is important to recognize that the CMP is being placed on top of policy
that has already wreaked havoc on most of the hatchery programs in the state.

Modern hatchery science shows us that all hatchery fish and programs are not
created equal and that improvements in stocking regimes, rearing regimes and
broodstock standards can help reduce interactions with wild fish without
needlessly constraining opportunity.

This historical context is important! In our view it is important to note that modern
reforms to hatchery and broodstock programs have made great strides and
improvements.

In contrast, fishery managers can not show one instance where removing
hatchery fish has resulted in a wild population that trends higher than those
remaining areas where hatchery fish still exist. Additionally, they are unable to
provide even an estimate as to what degree of risk hatchery fish represent or
what kind of increase in natural origin spawners can be expected if hatchery fish
are removed. In our opinion, there should be an obligation to show that past



reductions or removals of hatchery programs resulted in a measurable benefit
prior to implementing additional program reductions.

We feel that before production levels or stocking regimes are changed, there
needs to be a clear demonstration that current hatchery operations and or
protocols are causing a specific quantifiable conservation problem. Furthermore,
we believe that many potential problems can be addressed by improved
broodstock standards, stocking regimes, increased harvest and angling
opportunities, and or other regulatory actions less likely to reduce opportunity.
We strongly believe that conservation measures should be monitored and
periodically reviewed for effectiveness at the population level.

In the current Native Fish Conservation Policy we are advised there are three
areas of emphasis and that “the third ensures that, consistent with native
fish conservation, opportunities for fisheries and other societal resource
uses are not unnecessarily constrained.” We believe the CMP conflicts with
this mandate. Ostensibly, the CMP represents additional opportunity, however
upon careful analysis, it is clear that the additional opportunity is resultant from
gerrymandering of existing hatchery production. In short, this is a shell game that
results in constraining angling opportunity geographically and reduces the
economic and societal benefits that opportunity represents.

In an effort to maintain the current, though greatly reduced, overall hatchery
levels, the CMP consolidates production by removing hatchery fish from one river
and moving them to another nearby river. When you crowd the same amount of
production into fewer and fewer areas the result is more often than not more fish
in hatchery ponds, a lack of public access to accommodate increased angler
levels, and a decrease in the quality of the angling experience caused by over
crowding. Maintaining production does not necessarily maintain opportunity.

Finally, we would like to conclude our comments with our concerns regarding
wild steelhead. We are pleased that wild steelhead populations are considered
stable and not at risk but are very concerned that managers are recommending
limited wild steelhead retention despite the lack of any stakeholder support.
While populations remain stable we agree with the stakeholders that this stability
could be compromised if wild harvest was allowed and would prefer that any
proposed wild harvest occur only if there is a clear indication that the wild
population has experienced substantial and sustained growth.

Thank you for the opportunity to contribute to the public record on this matter.



Alsea Sportsman’s Association
P0 BOX 240

Tidewater, Or 97390
(503) 330 4117

Alsea Sportsman’s Association is unable to recommend the Coastal Multi-Species Plan in its present
form. Across the state the research and science were not done to carefully analyze the short and long
term effects of implementing this CMP. Of equal importance to the CMP’s effect on fish is its social and
economic impact on the citizens of the State of Oregon.

South Lincoln County is already economically depressed. Sport fishing and the timber industry have long
been the economic engines running this area. Partially due to continued cutbacks in angling opportunity
the hospitality industry, restaurant businesses, the Port of Alsea, the housing industry, the real estate
markets and the citizens of this region have not received the usual influx of money coming from outside
the region. A drive along either highway 101 or 34 will quickly reveal the shuttered businesses and
abandoned or decrepit homes serving as witness to this devastation as surely as if we were struck by a
hurricane.

Specifically, the proposed reduction in the annual bag limit for Fall Chinook on the robust Alsea River
would further serve to cripple these industries hanging on by their fingernails. Housing prices continue
to plummet in the Alsea Basin. While the rising real estate tide is floating all other boats we are still
bailing hard and sinking. This additional disincentive to come to the Alsea to recreate, fish and live will
continue to set back this region.

The especially galling part of this recommendation within the CMP is that there is no reason for it
whatsoever. Our salmon runs are strong on the Alseal

The last draft of the CMP makes the point that anglers could spend additional money to purchase a
hatchery harvest tag that will allow them to retain more than 10 fish. This statement, however, ignores
the fact that there are NO HATCHERY SALMON ON THE ALSEA!

We at Alsea Sportsman’s Association ask Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife to please stop doing
harmful things to us and once again to look toward doing things FOR the Alsea Basin’s fish AND its
people.

Marc Davis
President, Alsea Sportsman’s Association
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HABITAT RESTORATION MEANS MORE FISH

Habitat Restoration=More Fish for Fishermen
Economic Impacts of Habitat Restoration on Wild Fish Productivity
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HOW TO GET MORE FISH?

The 4 “Hs” of addressing the limitations to getting more salmon in Oregon are said to be: Harvest, Hatcheries, Habitat, and
Hydra. With OR Dept of Fish and wildlife’s diligence, it can address the ‘harvest’ and ‘hatchery’ impacts with fishing restrictions
and implementing the wild fish policy to address negative impacts to wild fish productivity. Hydroelectricity issues, while still a
huge issue on the Columbia and in other systems, is not a big source of problems on the Oregon coast.

However, habitat loss and degraded habitat conditions remain a challenge to rebuilding salmon populations. These problem limit
the productivity of systems, and include loss of 60-70% of coastal wetlands and tidal marshes, blockages to fish movement from
culverts, fills, tidegates, water quality Issues — high temperature, low oxygen, sediment among other issues.

HABITAT LIMITATIONS STILL LIMIT SALMON SURVIVAL

Habitat restoration projects work to increase the amount of habitat available for salmon, steelhead, trout and other species of
interest to fishermen. 8y removing dikes, improving riparian habitat encouraging beavers to help provide floodplain and quiet
water habitat placing large logs that provide cover and slow water to gather spawning gravel, and replacing culverts that block
passage, the amount of habitat available for juvenile and adult fish is increased. Many groups and individuals are Involved in
trying to address these habitat problems: watershed councils, soil and water conservation districts, agencies, and non
governmental organizations, including fishing groups. But more help and more funds are necessary to continue making progress.

These habitat improvements Increase the productivity of the fish—that is allowing more juvenile fish to grow up to be adults and
more adults available to return to spawn (andforfishermen). Though it’s difficult to quantify how much habitat means how
much more fish and the value, one recent study has attempted to quantify benefits from riverine and marsh restoration alone.

FISH PRODUCTION FROM HABITAT RESTORATION WORK

A study done of the 300 acre restoration project by the Nature Conservancy at China Camp Creek (Lower Coquille River) projects
the potential Coho salmon response to be on average, 11—14 adult Coho salmon per acre of restored wetland annually, or as
many as 18—23 per acre in years with good ocean conditions and high marine survival rates. This means that as many as 3,300—
4,200 additional adult Coho salmon can be produced annually from the project.

(Nickelson, Thomas. 2011. Futures Analysis for Wetlands Restoration in the Coquille River Basin: How many adult coho salmon might we expect to be produced?A
report to The Nature conservancy. July, 2011.)

To help improve habitat please contact these groups along the central Oregon Coast. Similar groups are
throughout the state: Lincoln Soil and Water Conservation District, 541-265-2631; MidCoast Watersheds
Council, 541-265-9195; Nestucco, Neskowin, and Sand Lake Watersheds Coundils,503-965-2200; Salmon
Drift Creek Watershed Council, 541-961-3161; Siuslaw Watershed Council, 541-268-3044; Stewardship
Groups: Hebo 541-760-4693, Siuslaw 541-248-3094; The Wetlands Conservancy, 503-227-0778.

Flyer from Pacific States Marine Fisheries Commission with funding from Sport Fish Restoration Program
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Submitted via email to odfiv. coasta1plan~state. or. us

Re: The Freshwater Trust Comments on the Coastal Multi-Species Conservation and
Management Plan
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The Freshwater Trust submits the following comments on the Coastal Multi-Species
Conservation and Management Plan (CMP) drafted by the Oregon Department of Fish and
Wildlife (ODFW). The Freshwater Trust is a stakeholder in this process and participated in
the Mid-South Coast Stratum meetings.

Joe S. Wh’lw onh. President

The Freshwater Trust believes that good data is central to our ability to improve the pace and
scale of fixing rivers. Public and private conservation dollars are too limited and the value of
our wild fisheries is too great to make management decisions without gathering and

BOARD OF DIRECTORS interpreting the required data.
Pal Rein,. Co-Chair

Scott Sandbo, Co-Chair The CMP reflects ODFW’s lack of data on coastal wild salmon, steelhead and trout. If
Il~,k Aslifortli action must be taken without that data, it should reduce risk for wild fish. ODFW proposes
Iluatci Brown to remove hatchery salmon and steelhead and establish wild fish emphasis areas in a few
DasiniChon management areas, a reasonable proposal given the negative impacts of hatchery fish on
Seen Dc,norcst wild fish populations. However, the CMP also proposes to increase hatchery fish
‘tier Doubleday introduction and expand wild fish harvest, a premature decision given the lack of data on

Sieve nmcrv wild fish and the impacts of such management decisions on those fish.
Gary Fish

Paul Fonino As an example, ODFW states in the CMP that its data on coastal wild winter steelhead
Randy Labbe populations is based on redd and fish counts from just two rivers, and then extrapolates from
David Laiteaner that data an assessment of wild steelhead populations throughout the coast. At the same
Mark Ion’ time, ODFW proposes expanding hatchery winter steelhead releases in fifteen areas and

wild steelhead harvest in three new areas.‘till seitlianser

J,nti Stanton After over 30 years of restoring Oregon’s rivers and streams, The Freshwater Trust

understands that gathering good data requires a commitment of financial and human
Michael I oN resources, time, and planning. However, good data should be central to the CMP and it is
BiadleyB Pieble currently lacking. The Freshwater Trust encourages ODFW to make the collection and
trio, Rice analysis of such data a jwe-condition to increasing hatchery releases or expanding wiLd fish

I Indle~ Rabbins harvest in any river.
Sieve Shropuhire

Totis Truoto

r

Joseph A. Furia
Senior Policy Director & General Counsel
The Freshwater Trust

Printed on 1005 post colisuinee,
chlorine-tree paper oade with
certified
uesiewabl e energy.

The Pzesiioater Trust is a

SC! (a) (3) lon-proi open! cat ion Cc: Richard Whitman, State of Oregon
and no tax 1015 93-084352a.

The Freshwater Trust resulted from the merger of Oregon Trout and Oregon Water Trust.



Comments on ODFW’s Coastal Multi-species Conservation and Management Plan
By Barry McPherson at Newport Public Meeting, 1-23-20 14

I am Barry McPherson, a resident of Oregon since 1970 and a resident of Newport since 2002.

Based on a long career as a fish biologist involved in research and management of salmon,
steelhead and trout, and my experience as an angler for these species since boyhood, I am
strongly opposed to a hatchery program for spring Chinook salmon in the Yaquina Basin and in
any other basin that currently has native populations of salmonids, yet has no record of a native
population of spring Chinook salmon going back to Euro-American people arriving in the Pacific
Northwest. Even though the Yaquina program is described as “experimental” with monitoring, I
am opposed. I think there’s enough information available to conclude it will be a failure and a
waste of funds that could be better used on other programs.

My reasons for strongly opposing such spring Chinook hatchery programs include:
1. Risks of ecological impacts on native populations, such as fall Chinook salmon, coho

salmon, chum salmon, winter steelhead, and cutthroat trout in the Yaquina Basin. The
main ecological risks include disease, attraction of predators, degradation of water
quality, and competition for food and space, in that order.

2. Risks of genetic degradation of fitness within currently sustainable spring Chinook
population components (or life-history variants) in neighboring basins from hatchery
adults straying from the Yaquina and spawning with spring Chinook life-history variants
in these other basins (such as the Siletz and Alsea basins).

3. A hatchery spring Chinook program in the Yaquina Basin certainly appears to be an
economic loser for ODFW. Income from increased sale of angling licenses attributable
to this new hatchery program (including short multiday licenses) will very likely fall far
short of the costs involved in collecting and spawning adults, and then rearing,
transporting, acclimating, and releasing spring Chinook hatchery smolts. This doesn’t
even include the high cost to adequately determine the ecological and genetic effects of
the program.

4. The economic shortfall of such a hatchery program will cause a diversion of ODFW
funds and staff time away from important programs and activities that are important for
the protection and restoration of native fish populations and their habitats (protection of
fish and habitat is the first thing stated in the agency’s Mission Statement).

In regard to the ecological impacts on native populations, there will be an increased risk of
introducing, spreading, and/or increasing the virulence of diseases. This will happen from
juvenile hatchery fish crowded together in acclimation pens upriver, and it will happen from
adults returning to a river basin in which spring Chinook have never been able to survive. Fish
at multiple life stages in native populations of fall Chinook salmon, coho salmon, chum salmon,



winter steelhead, and cutthroat trout in the Yaquina Basin will all be exposed to higher risks of
disease.

Hatchery adults will be exposed to excessively warm water in such a small rain-fed basin as the
Yaquina, weakening their resistance to disease. Warmer river systems frequently have warm-
water diseases not found in colder river systems. This is undoubtedly the reason spring Chinook
and summer steelhead have not existed in the Yaquina, but are restricted to bigger basins where
river flow is higher and adults can find temperature refuges upriver to keep them alive through
summer heat (for example, rivers of the state fed by snowinelt through spring and summer, such
as the Rogue and Umpqua rivers).

The attraction of predators to both juvenile and adult hatchery spring Chinook in the Yaquina is
another ecological impact of concern. Attraction of predators to large schools of hatchery smolts
will likely result in higher predation on native salmonids, especially after the hatchery smolts
have emigrated to sea and native fish are still rearing in the river and bay.

As to the adults returning to the bay and finding inadequate flows to move upriver, this will
likely attract harbor seals and California sea lions farther up the bay in pursuit. Since this pursuit
will start in early spring before California sea lion males return to California for mating, late
winter steelhead adults migrating upstream and all winter steelhead kelts headed back to sea in
an attempt to spawn in multiple years will be exposed. The smolts of native winter steelhead,
coho salmon, and searun cutthroat trout migrating downstream will also be exposed to higher
risk of predation by these marine mammals that will be farther inland where there are fewer
marine fish species for them to prey on.

Risks of hatchery spring Chinook straying to spawn with those of the Alsea and Siletz are high
since they will find the Yaquina Basin too warm and inhospitable. The rapid domestication of
salmon and steelhead in hatcheries, and the degrading effect on the fitness of wild populations to
live in the wild when these domesticated fish stray and spawn year after year with the wild
populations has been extensively demonstrated through good research here in Oregon, especially
in the last decade.

I don’t doubt that some extra money will be spent locally in relation to the introduction of a
spring Chinook fishery, but I think it will fade after a few years of adult returns when the catch
proves to be meager and the novelty wears off. And I don’t see where that increased income
pays for the hatchery program. It will likely divert ODFW money and staff away from important
tasks needed for protecting and restoring native populations and their habitats. I think there is
also the risk of the cost per adult return being driven up by harbor seals and Calfornia sea lions
ripping open net pens and eating substantial numbers of hatchery juveniles. River otters may
simply climb in to feast on juveniles and drive costs up.



The hatchery program costs, and the impact monitoring costs, are very likely to increase
dramatically through time, especially as energy and fUel costs rise in a world where human
population growth and energy demand is outstripping supply, and where carbon fees and other
economic tools will likely be implemented in an attempt to curb C02 production that is causing
global warming, more extreme weather, sea level rise, and ocean acidification.

A hatchery spring Chinook program like the one in the Rogue Basin that was initiated in an
attempt to mitigate for the inundation of spawning beds under Lost Creek Reservoir may make
some sense. A hatchery spring Chinook program in the Yaquina Basin, or in any other basin that
has native populations of salmonids, yet has no record of a native population of spring Chinook
salmon going back to Euro-American people arriving in the Pacific Northwest, makes no sense
to me. Again, I think there’s enough information available to conclude the Yaquina program
will be a failure and a waste of fUnds that could be better used on other programs.

Barry McPherson
905 NE 7th St.
Newport, OR 97365
bdmcpherson@coho.net
(503)708-8688



To: Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife

From: Carl Finley
fin leycm~peak. org

Date: Jan. 21, 2013

Subject: Coastal Multi-species Plan Comments

I will confine my comments to the proposed release of Spring Chinook (SpC) into
Yaquina Bay. I am mainly concerned with economic cost, but will allude to some
biological concerns.

This proposal was originated by a publicity campaign by an organization known
as Salmon for Oregon, which spent a fair quantity ($63,000 plus in 2012) of
money in doing so. The principals of Salmon for Oregon are, I believe,
ideologues with respect to the concept of artificial reproduction of salmon. The
proposal is patterned after the net pen releases near the mouth of the Columbia
River( SAFE program) which provide fishing opportunity for the gill- net fleet.
Their SpC are their poorest performing program, having a total survival rate of
.006% (6 tenths of one percent). The Trask Hatchery SpC fish show a similar
survival rate. The SAFE releases are Willamette origin smolts.

I will calculate the likely catch in the Yaquina estuary from a 100,000 smolt
release:

Total Survival: .006 X 100,000 = 600 fish SAFE, ODFW

Ocean Catch: .08 X 600 = 48 fish eight % from SAFE report

Yaquina Sport Catch: .20 X 600 = 150 fish 20% harvest rate in Yaquina
Fall Chinook fishery ODFW

SpC production cost $1.00/smolt Odfw

Cost of Smolts: $1.00 X 100,000 = $100,000

Costl Oregon Caught Fish: $100,000 divided by 168 = $595 I will just call
it $600 / fish for simplicity’s sake.

In reality, a 20% harvest in the bay is extremely unlikely, since the tiny total run
size will be very dispersed in the estuary compared to the ten-fold plus size of the
fall run. Poor success will discourage effort.

ODFW has limited funds and it is to be commended for not wishing to pay for this
exercise. There surely are existing programs with a similar poor returns on



investment; but all such programs are viewed as an entitlement by their
respective participants, and difficult to eliminate. This sort of effort is just not
financially sustainable for the agency.

The information provided in the plan about this proposal is quite vague. It does
not identify funding or the stock that would be utilized. It does set a standard for
straying and ideas for monitoring, but no monitor funding. A cohesive, complete
course of action should be provided up front, before being approved. Filling in the
blanks after approval would seem to be a method to avoid scrutiny.

If the program produces poor results, the response of proponents will be to
expand it, not eliminate it (the entitlement effect). A standard of performance for
continuing the program should be set BEFORE approval to control the
“entitlement effect”.

The Coos Bay proposal is especially foolish, since there is an excellent SpC
fishery, the Umpqua, a relatively short distance up the road.



Good evening, I am Bob Jacobson for the Coastal Conservation Association.

CCA supports the important role hatcheries play in maintaining and enhancing the
Northwest’s salmon and steelhead stocks. The fish produced by these hatcheries
are a vital link in the economy of the West Coast and contribute to the social
fabric of people who enjoy pursuing them for both sport and pleasure.

All stakeholders who were involved in formulating the CMP were required to
work under the overriding assumption that hatchery fish have a detrimental
effect on wild fish. It then follows that these effects must be minimized to
protect the wild fish.

It is the view of CCA that hatchery reforms~7Iave been occurring for decades.
Countless hatchery programs have be~ F8li~Dcg~eliminated over the last 30
years. It is our view that the CMP is being place on top of policy that has already
wreaked havoc on most of the hatchery programs in Oregon.

We feel that before production levels or stocking regimes are changed it must be
demonstrated that current hatchery operations or protocols are causing
quantifiable conservation problems. We believe that improve brood-stock
standards, improved stocking practices, increased harvest and maintaining
angling opportunities will resolve interaction problems between wild and
hatchery fish.

We also strongly believe that conservation measures should be monitored and
periodically reviewed to assure their ongoing effectiveness.





Habitats keep commercial
and recreational fisheries strong
Habitat provides important feeding and breeding grounds for
fish. Without the right habitat, fish can’t grow or reproduce, and
that means fewer—and less healthy—fish. U.S. commercial and
recreational saltwater fishing generated more than $199 billion in
sales and supported i.y million jobs in the nation’s economy in 2o11.~

Fishing has also been a culturally defining activity for generations
of Americans and provides countless opportunities for outdoor
recreation.

lEt RI If we lose the habitat, we lose the fish

Fish habitat has been declining for decades around the country and the
rate of loss is increasing. The U.S. lost 84,100 acres of coastal wetlands
between 2004 and 2009, three times higher than igg8 to 2004.2 Without
action to protect and restore habitat now, this trend will continue and
worsen due to the combined effects of climate change and sea level rise.

HABITAT AND SPECIES LOSS3

columbia River salmon Great Lakes wetlands

chesapeake
Bay oysters

Regional Losses

Galveston Bay
seagrass

ana loses wetlands
rate of one football
very hour.

So what can we do? Protect and restore habitat
Investments by private groups and government have led to well-tested
and effective methods of habitat conservation and restoration. Win—win
solutions with farmers, fishermen, conservationists, and others have
improved and expanded habitat that fish need throughout their life
cycle, from the upland river to the estuary to the ocean.

More, bigger, and healthier fisheries ... it’s as simple as that Habitat
conservation and restoration are smart investments not only for our
fisheries but for the communities—and economies—that rely on them.



Restore fish passage
Fish, such as sturgeon and salmon, spend an important part of their lives
upstream. Forage fish, like river herring, are a critical food source for cod
and other commercially fished species and also depend on the ability to
migrate upstream to reproduce.

FORAGE FISH: THE VITAL LINK OF THE OCEAN FOOD WEB

Since the isth century, rivers have been blocked and diverted to serve
a developing industrial nation.The mill by the river is long gone, but
the dam or poorly designed culvert remains, still preventing fish from
getting to habitat where they can feed and reproduce. By making it
easier for fish to travel freely, populations are rebounding to and, in
some cases, beyond their historical numbers.

It doesn’t take long to see
Herring were co pletely wiped out above the Edwards Dam on
the Kennebec-River in Maine in 1985. Now the pop lation is at
3 million tftanksio dam removals in 1999 and 2009 and additional
re-s oration. Sha •and st rgeon are on the rebound as well.4~’6

On Massachusetts’ AEushnet River, 1,140 percent more herring were
counted four yearsaftertwo fishways were installed in 20077

Just two years after the culvert connecting Bride Brook to Long
Island Sound was enlarged in 2010, the herring population more
than tripled from 75,000 to z87,ooo.~
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fbuildin efits
Overtime, shellfish such as oysters and musse s produce three-
dimensional structures known as reefs. These reefs are critical not only
because they are habitat for shellfish, but also because they provide
shelter and feeding grounds for a host of other species, including fish.
Many reefs around the country have been destroyed, so protecting and
restoring them is critical to increasing the populations of shellfish
and fish, along with the wide range of other species that rely on them.

The Chesapeake Bay once had a thriving and abund nt native
oyster population that has since been decimated. One restoration
project used shell to rebuild the reef structures over a total of
86 acres. Native oysters repopulated these reefs, resulting in a
574old increase in the population to an astonishing 85 million
oysters within five years.’°
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Protec arsh and seagrass
Marshes and seagrasses provide shelter and food for many important
fish species. Protecting and restoring these habitats are vital to
increasing our nation’s fish populations.

resto ill come (back)
In San Francisco Bay, 30,000 fish from 41 species have returned to
thousands of acres of restored salt marsh that were converted for
salt produc-tion in the 19505. These include steelhead trout, Pacific
herring, green sturgeon, and Chinook salmon.’2

In Boston Harbor, eelgrass had been completely wiped out. After
re Ian ing and restoring the eelgrass, these areas showed an
increase in both the diversity and number of species of both fish
and their prey. Winter flounder, crab, and lobster were found at the
sites, indicating that eelgrass restoration provides new habitat for
these and many other species.’3

Habita
long-t
In Delaware Bay bot resident and migratory fish populations
increased long-term, according to a nine-year study of a former
salt hay farm. The fish were more abundant and grew larger
followng the marsh restoration.14

Forage fish increase
In NarragansettBay, Rhode Island, studies showed that a tidal
marsh restoration resulted in increased fish populations,
particularly of forage fish. These smaller fish serve as a food source
for impor. ant commercial and recreational species such as striped
bass, red drum, and blue crab.’5



Create sheltered spaces

Many young fish do best when they spend time “off channel” in the
calm, sheltered waters of floodplains, marshes, and other wetlands.
The longer fish stay, the bigger they grow—and bigger fish are more
likely to survive their trip to the ocean and return to spawn. But many
sheltered places no longer exist. Dikes, levees, and similar structures
now prevent much of the seasonal flooding that sustains these

Coasts and estuaries provide vital habitats.
habitat for over 75 percent of our
nation’s commercial fish catch and
80—90 percent of the recreational Creative engineering can help rebuild habitat
~. g ~ j 20 Fish grewsix times. bigger in off channel ponds created bythe,,s,, ca.c,,. Yurok Tribe on Terwer Creek in Northern California. Soon after

their completion, they quickly provided crucial habitat for three
salmon species and other fish. Other studies confirm substantial
differences in growth rates between fish that get to “shelter” and
those that don’t.’6

Before restoration After restoration

Both fish and farmers can benefit
$21 million in economicbenefits over 50 years are expected to
flowfrom the modernization of diking and drainage structures in
the farmland around Fisher Slough in Washington’s Skagit Delta.
This effort has restored critical tidal channel habitat and access
to upstream areas, resulting in population increases in both fish
and their prey. In addition to fisheries benefits, farmers will have
reduced crop damage from flooding and lower maintenance
costs?7”8

Habitat improvements recover fish
and reduce flooding
The’Dry Creek tributary of California’s Russian River was historically
channelized to the point thatthe flows had become too fast for
fish to successfully thrive. Ha itat improvements were made
in 2012 in partnership with a local winery so that calmer areas
within the creek were created, making it a more suitable area
for fish to reproduce and rear the next generation. As a result of
the project fish and their offspring are now using the cre k
and its improved habitat. These actions also reduced flooding
and erosion, making it an all-around success story for the fish, the
watershed, and the property owners.’9



Ensure the future of America’s fisheries
by investing in habitat now
Fish are a vital part of America’s history and future. They provide food,
jobs, and recreational opportunities. When our fisheries improve, so
does the economy. For that to happen, the habitat on which they
depend has to improve as well.

We must focus on smart protection and restoration in the right places.
This is especially important at a time when budgets are shrinking.
Governments and private organizations must pool their resources to
realize bigger results, more cost-effectively.

We can’t manage fisheries
without healthy, abundant habitat
The bottom line is this: protecting and restoring habitat for fish also
helps re-energize the social and economic connections that make our
communities good places to live and work. But don’t take our word
for it. Just look to the communities around the country investing in
habitat restoration and conservation. It’s working for them and it can
work for your community, too.

And that’s good for the fish, for the estuaries,
and for generations to come

~0~~~
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Restore America’s Estuaries is a national
501 (c)(3) nonprofit organization
established as an alliance of eleven
community-based conservation
organizations working together to
protect and restore the vital habitats of
our nation’s estuaries.

The American Sportfishing Association is
committed to representing the interests
of the sportfishing community and the
entire recreational fishing community.

www.asafishing.org

NOAA’s National Marine Fisheries Service
is responsible for the management,
conservation, and protection of America’s
living marine resources.

www.noaa.gov

www.estuaries.org
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America’s coasts are vital
to our nation’s economy.
They supply key habitat
for over 75% of our
nation’s commercial fish
catch and 80-90% of the
recreational fish catch.

__________ —A

r

Restoring our coasts
can create more than
30 jobs for each million
dollars invested. That’s
more than twice as many

jobs as the oil and gas
and road construction
industries combined.

r

In 2007, coastal
counties provided half
of US gross domestic

product and 40% of the
nation’s jobs.
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By 2025, 75% of Americans will live within 50 miles of a coast.1 Within this
narrow band are estuaries—vibrant areas where freshwater mixes with
saltwater to create some of the most productive ecosystems on the planet.
Estuaries provide food and refuge for diverse fish, birds, and mammals.
They are environmental treasures and their productivity is vital to our
nation’s economy, supplying important natural resources and millions
of jobs.

—
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econo
Over the past century, human use and development have severely stressed
these natural resources.

Columbia River salmon Great Lakes wetlands
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Restoration: healthy coasts, healthy
economies
Projects that restore coastal habitats help estuaries remain healthy,
functioning ecosystems. A healthy estuary provides clean water, supports
fish and wildlife, protects coastal communities from storm damage, and
allows for human uses such as boating and fishing.

Restoration includes actions such as:

• Restoring water flow to floodplains and wetlands

• Rebuilding depleted oyster reefs

• Removing obsolete dams, culverts, and other obstacles to allow fish
passage

• Replanting salt marsh and seagrasses

Investing in restoration provides long-lasting benefits to local economies,
such as higher property values, better water quality, sustainable fisheries,
and more tourism dollars.

Annual economic value of the
Delaware Estuary Watershed14

$ MILLIONS
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Need local jobs? Re
be exported
Restoration of our coasts and estuaries involves active, on-the-ground
work, which requires skills and machinery available in the local workforce.
The jobs are inherently local and cannot be exported. During 2010,
restoration efforts for the Chesapeake Bay, Great Lakes, and Everglades
contributed $421 million in economic output and supported more than
3,200 jobs.15



Restoration in New Orleans creating
hundreds of jobs
The Central Wetlands Unit (CWU) is a 30,000-acre expanse of degraded
marsh near downtown New Orleans. Saltwater intrusion from the Gulf of
Mexico killed the cypress trees that once filled the area.

Now the CWU is being revitalized. The $72-million project is on track to
create 280 direct jobs and 400 indirect and induced jobs, for a total of
680 jobs over the project’s life.

In the long term, New Orleans will see new jobs in ecosystem
management, recreation, and tourism. The project will also help protect
the city by acting as a flood and storm surge “sponge,” taking pressure
off manmade systems.

The restoration project has four stages.

Phase 1, site preparation, is on track to create about 55 direct jobs.
Dredging and filling are labor-intensive activities. Spending in the
community will create 52 indirect and induced jobs, for a total of 107 jobs.
This phase is expected to cost about $3.7 million and produce about 29
jobs per $1 million.

Phase 2, pipeline construction, to bring treated wastewater to the CWU,
will cost about $11 million and create about 67 direct and 107 indirect
and induced jobs. This is about 16 jobs per $1 million, in line with other
economic activities like green building retrofits, estimated at 17 jobs per
$1 million.

Phase 3, tree planting, will create about 44 direct jobs and 59 indirect fit (it. We ties e
and induced jobs. Even with seedlings making up 83% of the budget, this able to keep many ofour
phase still creates about 5 jobs per $1 million, people working to rebuild a

critical part oft/ic mantlePhase 4, operahons and maintenance, will create 114 jobs for nutria
environment that hadcontrol, pipeline repair, and landscaping over a 10-year period. This will
bees: all but lost in Northlead to 181 indirect and induced jobs. This is about 8 jobs per $1 million . ,,

Carolina.spent, a third more than the oil and gas sector, which creates about 5 jobs
for each $1 million spent.16 — S~rnon Rich,

Habitat restoration creates more jobs
JOBS (per $1 million spent)
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Investing in restoration helps distressed
economic region in Maine
In Maine, a project is underway to remove the Great Works Dam and
improve access to nearly 1,000 miles of historic fish habitat on the
Penobscot River. The project will yield nearly $5 million in jobs for
construction workers, technical experts such as engineers, and local
businesses such as nurseries, for a total of 155 to 188 direct and indirect
jobs. This provides an economic benefit to a region that has been severely
stressed by the economic downturn. It will create direct and indirect
jobs for between 155 and 188 people: construction workers, technical
experts such as engineers, and local businesses such as nurseries.

Long-term ecological and environmental benefits:

• Increase yearly Atlantic salmon from less than 1,000 fish today to the
10,000-12,000 range

• Increase herring from a few thousand to several million fish, and
American shad from near zero to 1.5 million annually

• Provide new water-related tourism, such as canoeing, fishing and river
festivals24

How restoration
creates jobs

Restoration improves coastal habitats and helps local economies by
supporting jobs, Three different types of jobs are created: direct, indirect,
and induced.
DIRECT JOBS: People using their skills to restore damaged wetlands,
shellfish beds, coral reefs and fish passages.

INDIRECT JOBS: Jobs in industries that supply materials for restoration
projects, such as lumber, concrete and nursery plants.

INDUCED JOBS: Jobs in businesses that provide local goods and services,
such as clothing and food, to people worldng on restoration projects.

“Hunting an(lflshuig is aba at an
S8f1 billion pet’ year industry, ,t’hicl,
means ~in ini’estinent in coastal
res(oratio,; is also an7in i’estinent in
our natioti c economy.’’

— Dale Hal!/..
CEO of Ducks Unlimited



Everglades restoration: a 4-to-i return on
investment
In south Florida, a major effort is underway to restore the Everglades.
Over the past century, the construction of canals and levees for cities and
agriculture has led to the loss of over 50% of these significant wetlands.

Restoration will have big benefits for the Florida economy, such as:

• Protection of water supply, greater availability of freshwater and
reduced costs to purify water, worth $13.1 billion

• Increased property values due to higher water quality in waterways and
groundwater, worth $16.1 billion

• More park visitation and tourism due to a healthier ecosystem, worth
$2.1 billion

• More fishing and hunting as wildlife populations increase, worth $15.1
billion

• An additional 440,000 jobs over the next 50 years~ t

Return on investment of
Everglades restoration

$ BILLIONS
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Michigan restoratio
on investment
Restoring Muskegon Lake, on the east shore of Lake Michigan, will
generate more than $66 million in economic benefits for its $10 million
investment. That’s a 6-to-i return on investment over a 10-year period. The
project will generate:

• A $12 million increase in property values

• Up to $600,000 in new tax revenue annually

• Over $1 million in new recreational spending annually

• Nearly 65,000 additional visitors each year

• $66 million in economic benefits over ten years

• More than a 6-to-i return on investment

The restoration project will remove 180,000 tons of unnatural fill from the
lake and restore several miles of shoreline habitat.26

North Carolina wetla
shellfish beds closed
North River Farms is the largest wetland restoration project ever attempted
in North Carolina. When it’s complete, the project will restore about 6,000
acres of wetlands and streams. Turning farm fields back to wetlands will
lead to the reopening of nearby shellfish waters. The state’s shellfish
industry is worth more than $80 million a year.27

Farm runoff is the main reason for the high levels of bacteria that forced the
state to close shellfish beds in part of the river and adjacent creeks. The
newly created wetlands are restoring the land’s natural drainage. Wetlands
slow down, filter, and treat contaminated runoff. Much of the bacteria
and other pollutants are being naturally removed before entering the river.
In large part as a result of the ongoing project, the state of North
Carolina opened 209 acres of previously closed oyster beds in North
River and Ward Creek, a tributary of the river.28

PERCENT Restoration dollars stay local
100
90
80 Money spent on habitat
70 restoration stays in the
60 local economy. Over 80

cents of each dollar spent
~J’.1 on watershed restoration
40 projects in Oregon stays in
30 the county where the project
20 is located, and over 90 cents
10 of every dollar spent stays in

0 the state?’



Restore America’s Estuaries
RESTORE
AMERICA’S
ESTUARIES

2020 N. 14th Street, Suite 210
Arlington, VA 22201
703-524-0248

5314- 17th Avenue NW, Suite A
Seattle, WA 98107
206-624-9100

wWW.estuaries.org

Restore America’s Estuaries is
a national 501 (c)(3) nonprofit
organization established as an
alliance of eleven community-based
conservation organizations working
together to protect and restore the
vital habitats of our nation’s estuaries.

mission is to preserve
e nation’s network of
tuaries by protecting
d restoring the lands
waters essential to the
hness and diversity of

coastal life.
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To: Tom Stahl

Regarding: Coastal Multi-Species Conservation and Management Plan — Siletz StS and Fall Chinook

Dear Mr. Stahl, my name is Kyle Williams and I live on the Siletz River between Twin Bridges and the
Logsden Store. I am writing to you in hopes that my input will be considered in the development of the
Multi-Species Conservation and Management Plan (CMP).

My input and recommendation is that the 30k Summer steelhead smolts (StS) proposed for reduction be
shifted to Winter Steelhead smolt (StW) production and subsequently added to the current release of
50k Siletz StW. Result: 50k StS, 80K StW, zero net change.

There are several reasons I feel strongly that this shift of production would fit the intent of the CMP.
First of all it would result in no Net-loss of hatchery steelhead for the Siletz. Thus critically maintaining
and in my opinion through the increase of StW plants, significantly increasing opportunity. The
proposed action of reducing the 30k StS I will assume is being done to accomplish the conservation goals
of the CMP. There is already a matter of equity regarding hatchery releases in the Mid Coast Strata as
compared to the other Strata under the plan. The numbers are referenced within the document but for
brevity’s sake I would point out that the Mid-Coast already receives 2 to 5 times fewer hatchery plants
than our neighbors to the North and South. The Siletz Winter steelhead fishery as an economic driver in
my community cannot be overstated. Our Winter run is what puts boats on the river, fills seats at the
diner, and sells candy bars at the Logsden store, more opportunity will bring more dollars. According to
the Angler survey conducted during the development of the plan, 28.6 percent of the angler days
recorded were spent on Winter steelhead, in comparison only 6.3 were spent on a Summer fishery. This
shift in production is also an opportunity to have a positive economic impact as a result of the CMP.

Continuing the reduction of the 30k StS but making it contingent on shifting the production to a
resulting 80k StW is a true Win/Win and meets the stated goals of the CMP by accomplishing “more of
everything”.

In addition, I do not support the proposed Siletz River Fall Chinook deadline as currently written

in the CMP. I would propose “Open for Chinook and coho upstream to Illahee boat ramp from
August 1 to December 3127.~~

This change would be an appropriate compromise between the “Permanent” deadline currently
upstream at Moonshine Park, and the downstream “Emergency” deadline that has in recent years
become rather fixed. lllahee provides almost a perfect mid-point between the two competing deadlines
and balances opportunity with conservation.

Thank you for your time and consideration of my input.

Kyle Williams



To Whom it may concern,

I am writing this letter as an opposition to a few things in the draft of the CMP.

My first complaint is the way that the sliding scale for fall chinook harvest is written into the plan. In the
plan, most years on the Alsea River would only give us a 2/10 daily/yearly harvest. This would hurt our
local economy and the businesses that count on those sportfishing dollars to get them thru the long
winter months. I am proposing that you keep the current 2/20 harvest as is and go to emergency
reduction in the harvest limit if the fish are not there, just as we have in the past.

The second thing that I wanted to address is the REDUCTION of hatchery Summer Steelhead plantings in
the Siletz River. I would propose that you take away the summer run fish and move them to the winter
run which would result in a net loss of zero fish. The hatchery plantings in the Mid Coast Stratum are
significantly lower than any other Stratum in the proposed CMP. I would really like to see additional
planted steelhead in the Siletz and Alsea Rivers as that is where most of the fishing activity takes place in
the Mid Coast Stratum during the winter months. These proposals would benefit local business in both
of the river valleys and our local coastal economy.

I would also like to address the Fall Chinook fishing deadline on the Siletz River. As opposed to
supporting an open/closed/open/ closed style of boundry system that woud be an enforcement
nightmare, just bring the ODFW biologist supported boundry to He He Ilahee park in the town of Siletz.
There is evidence that a fishery from HE HE Ilahee park all the way down to tidewater would not
significantly impact spawning fish and that a majority of the fish spawn farther upriver.

Lastly, I would like to thank you for including the experimental Spring Chinook plantings in Yaquina Bay.
If everything goes as planned, we will have a pretty decent spring fishery in a place where there is
currently no opportunity for Spring Salmon. This will benefit the local economy and the people of
Newport.

Ryan Miner

Owner/Operator Coastal Pro Guide Service

U-DA-MAN Fishing Tourney Committee Treasurer

Salmon for Oregon Supporter



To the CMP,

I am writing to give my opinion of two things on the CMP.

#1: Siletz River hatchery Summer and Winter Steelhead plantings.

As the stated goal of the CMP is to provide opportunity with conservation in mind, I think that a
simple shift in smolt plantings could provide both.

Currently the Siletz resides in the Mid Coast stratum which has 14 rivers included in it
compared to the North Coast stratum that also has 14 rivers named. Yet the North Coast has
1,413,000 annual hatchery smolts planted compared to 570,000 planted in the Mid Coast.

That is more than double the plants. In fact the Umpqua stratum has more than double the
plants and the Mid South stratum has 5 times more hatchery smolt plants as the Mid Coast
even though it has it has less rivers than the Mid coast.

I would say that our conservation goals have been met on the MId Coast stratum.

What I am proposing is a shift (net zero) in the Siletz Summer and Winter Steelhead. I would
like to see the proposed 30000 fish taken from the Summer fish be moved to the Winter
Steelhead program. That would bring the Winter Steelhead plant to 80,000 smolts which would
still be less than the NF Nehalem, Wilson, Nestucca, Alsea, Siuslaw, S Umpqua, Coos and SF
Couquille River systems.

This move would take care of the opportunity aspect of the CMP’s stated goals because WAY
more people fish for and benefit from the Winter Steelhead program. This doesn’t just include
fisherman but also hotels, local markets (Logsen Country Store, Siletz Gas, Kim’s Shuttle Service,
fishing guides etc....)

With normal Summer flows it is a rare day that a drift boat can navigate the Siletz when the
Summer Steelhead are present. Most of the Siletz Summer Steelhead are targeted in the gorge
and mostly on the weekend because the logging company owners don’t allow auto access
during the week.

Please consider this net zero shift.

#2: I do not support the current recommendation from the CMP for the Siletz River Fall
Chinook deadline. I would like it to be the ODFW biologist recommended ONE deadline located
at He He Ilahee park.



The idea of an closed/open/closed/open seems like an enforcement nightmare and the loss of
opportunity of a lower river deadline does not have any biological merit.

I am a current stakeholder for the Mid Coast stratum and while I like and support the CMP plan
I think that these two changes will go a long ways of achieving the goal of providing opportunity
with conservation in mind.

Sincerely,

1’
Grant S~~heele
CMP stakeholder
Siletz Watershed Council
CCA
Association of NW Steelheaders
Alsea Sportsmans Association



Jim Gannaway

January 28, 2014

I moved here in 1980 and have been fishing winter steelhead every year since, primarily, Coos and
Coquille systems. In the early 90s I attended a game department meeting, put on by NW Steelheaders,
at the old Millicoma school. At that time we were getting Alsea hatchery steelhead. The proposal then
was trap or capture wild steelhead, spawn them, etc. Also, proposed was the elimination of retaining
wild steelhead. And in the rivers eliminated (native) hatchery fish would be stocked. This came about.
As far as native stock but the promise of all rivers receiving hatchery fish was never kept. To this day,
some rivers never were stocked.

Yet, today’s proposal is to eliminate hatchery fish in the East Coquille. It’s been a consistent producer
for over 20 years — why eliminate it? We need more hatchery steelhead not less. More rivers with
hatchery steelhead not less.

Coho salmon — our Coos STEP hatcheries did a great job, good returns. And the game department
eliminated them. Hatchery Coho in the Coos, Coquille and Umpqua systems. Chinook — great STEP
programs and hatcheries. Plant Chinook in Lower Coos — South Slough, Mill Casino, etc. Put hatchery
Coho back in the Coos, Coquille and Umpqua.



Comments on ODFW’s Coastal Multi-Species Conservation & Mgmt. Plan dated January 2014:

1. Background: My name is Reese Bender. I am a resident of Bandon and a retired Fishery Biologist with
over 40 years of experience working with salmonids and other species of fish. Almost all of my experience
has been working with fisheries on the South Coast of Oregon.

2. These comments are my personal comments.

3. I fully support the position of the South Coast Angler’s STEP Association.

4. My specific comments relate to the proposed reduction of releases of Fall Chinook salmon in the Coquille
River:

I oppose reducing the Fall Chinook release into the Coquille River by
55,000. The releases at Hall Creek near the city of Coquille were not in the
best location, and I support eliminating releases at that location.

However, the 55,000 Chinook smolts that were released at Hall Creek
should be relocated to a release site in the lower Coquille River where they
will have a maximum contribution to the sport fishery and have little or no impact on the
upstream areas used by wild Chinook. The Coquille River has 42 miles of tidewater. These
55,000 smolts can be acclimated at the Sevenmile Creek site (where the other Fall Chinook are
currently acclimated) or they could be acclimated at a site in Bandon such as in Ferry Creek or in
the Bandon Boat Basin.

Three boat ramps and Weber’s Pier in the Bandon area provide excellent access to the
lower river fishery, and the fish that are caught are high quality since this area is very close to
the ocean.

These smolts, along with the Chinook currently released at Sevenmile, will contribute well to the
lower river fishery. These fish also extend the time Chinook are available to the sport fishery
since they tend to linger in the area where they were acclimated for an extended period of time.

If there are challenges to obtaining brood fish for these smolts STEP volunteers are more than willing
to help with this effort as they have in the past rather than see this program eliminated. In fact
ODFW, with lots of help from STEP volunteers, obtained all the broodstock necessary for the Fall
Chinook program in the Coquille in five out of the last six years.

These 55,000 smolts are already in the annual production schedule for this basin, and it is illogical to
eliminate this production unless ODFW just wants to reduce hatchery production.

Tourism plays a major roll in Bandon’s economy, and the sport fishery for Fall Chinook in the lower
river is an important part of attracting tourists to this area.

In summary, the 55,000 smolts that are in the annual production schedule for the Coquille River and
have been acclimated and released at Hall Creek should be relocated to and acclimated in the lower
river near Bandon rather than being eliminated.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on these important issues.

Ree e Bender

Fishery Biologist (Retired)
January 28, 2014



South Coast Angler STEP Association

Official Position regarding the ODFW’s Coastal Multi-Species Conservation and Management
Plan Public Review Draft, dated January 2014.

The South Coast Angler STEP Association (SCASA) DOES NOT SUPPORT the Public Draft (January
2014) of the Coastal Multi-Species Conservation and Management Plan (CMSCMP) and
strongly encourages that this planning effort be suspended until the two items that we have
asked for are addressed. The SCASA has participated in this planning effort for over a year and
do not feel that the following issues have been addressed:

• The proposed changes do not have relevant, local science to back up major changes to
how we manage fisheries on the southern Oregon Coast.

• An assessment of the socio-economic impacts of this plan has not been conducted.

For 30 years, our community has rallied around fish. We have raised money and donated time
and labor to build three state of the art fishery education and hatchery facilities. These
facilities have allowed our entire community to become personally invested in our fish
resources. In addition to a world class environmental education, we have been able to enhance
our quality of life and standard of living. For a struggling community that finds itself at the
mercy of metropolitan politics, our fantastic angling opportunities have been a major success
story.

This plan has disregarded the 30+ years of cooperative restoration of both naturally spawning
and hatchery reared fish on the southern Oregon coast. Our local hatcheries use state-of-the-
art technology and practices aimed at reducing the potential negative impacts of hatchery
reared fish on naturally spawning fish. We have also continued to include wild broodstock into
our genetic population to help maintain genetic diversity of our fish. Additionally, our
community, in partnership with the state, voluntarily set aside many major rivers/streams as
conservation emphasis streams where hatchery fish are not released. These rivers have been
designated for over 20 years and complement our successful education programs on the other
rivers in our region.

This planning process must be suspended until a reasonable analysis of the socio-economic

impacts is conducted. The department is in fact legally required to complete this analysis. ORS
183.335(2)(b)(E) states, “the agency shall utilize available information to project any significant
economic effect of that action on businesses which shall include a cost of compliance effect on
small businesses affected.” But at a stakeholder meeting in Reedsport, department officials
stated that they would not conduct an economic impact analysis as part of this planning
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process. We are not asking for an expensive economic analysis, but we are asking that the
department use the two studies that it has already commissioned that summarize the
economic contributions of commercial and recreational fishing on rural Oregon’s economy.
These studies were conducted in 2008 and 2013 and are posted on the ODFW website. These
reports indicate that each fish caught is worth over $300 in direct spending to our struggling
local businesses. These monies are distributed widely through our small community and any
reduction in hatchery releases or further reduction of angling opportunity in our isolated and
economically hard hit region is catastrophic. These losses will add up to hundreds of thousands
or millions of dollars in direct losses each year. The proposed reduction of 101,000 fall chinook
on the Mid-South Coast stratum will take hundreds of thousands of dollars out of our struggling
community. Additionally, reducing the daily bag limit will be a disincentive for out-of-town
anglers to make the long trip to the South Coast which would be an additional blow to our
tourism industry.

In addition to the economic impact these proposed reductions will have on angling
opportunities, we must not forget the social impact that these proposed management plans
will have on our low-income families on the South Coast. It has been widely reported that the
South Coast has an unusually high percentage of low-income families. As an example, over 80%
of the students in one Coos Bay elementary school qualify for free or reduced lunches. This
plan will impact these families in two ways. First, the reduction in bank angling opportunities
reduces the chance that these lower income families without access to a boat will be able to
harvest our hatchery reared fish. This takes fish out of the freezer for anglers that depend on
this protein to feed their families and offset their grocery bills. And secondly, with less hatchery
fish released, there will be less fish available to donate to our local food bank. Our hatchery
programs have for years donated food grade fish that have returned to the hatchery. Again,
these are fish our entire community has invested its time and energy into and those fish are
helping to feed our neediest families. According to Oregon Coast Community Action, our local
food bank, nearly 1,700 pounds of salmon was distributed to over 800 families last year alone.
Those 2,000 people will be directly impacted by reductions in hatchery releases from our river
system. This is too high of a price to pay with no science to base these management changes
on.

Until adequate, relevant and local science can be shown to prove that these impacts are
necessary, we need to focus on research that will support or refute these drastic actions.
Thankfully, the Oregon Hatchery Research Center was built and is positioned to fill this
information gap. And since our operating assumption is that no fishing or conservation crisis
exists now, we have time to start focused research to answer these important questions that
will determine if/what policy changes are needed. If the research at that center is prioritized
and coordinated to answer these questions, we can have the science to justify proposed
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changes to the status quo and make decisions that are based in science and not politics or
feelings.

The CMSCMP mentions the impact of predatory fish, birds, and mammals but virtually
dismisses the impacts of predatory species on our fish populations. We strongly encourage
local research of predation on both hatchery-reared and naturally-spawning fish stocks be
conducted and results utilized in the development of future conservation and management
plans along the coast. It seems as if ODFW is concentrated only on hatchery impacts to
naturally-spawning fish, and dismissing other significant impacts to the survival of all fish.
Further research on predation impacts, and incorporation of that science, will be required to
produce a realistic, balanced; and science based management plan.

The SCASA is not against the idea of a multi-species conservation and management plan, but
we demand that if one is developed, that it be based on relevant, local science and that the
social and economic impacts of that plan be fully evaluated to ensure that they are outweighed
by a significant environmental benefit. Please suspend this planning effort and direct the
Oregon Hatchery Research Center to conduct research on our coastal rivers to determine if a
policy change is required. Please ensure that Oregon continues to base its natural resource
policy on science, and not politics.

Position approved by the vote of the South Coast Angler STEP Association on January 24, 2014.

Bruce Bertrand
President
South Coast Angler STEP Associatio
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